Hello and Happy Bidding Week!

**EIW Updates and Schedule Changes**

We wanted to make sure everyone saw some of the more recent changes that have occurred, since bidding is now open, and we understand that these changes could impact a large number of students. EIW schedule changes will continue to be posted in the "**Announcements**" section of your b-Line home page. These and all of the changes that have taken place since employer registration closed are reflected in the OCI section of b-Line, which, as always is the most definitive resource for all things EIW.

- **Simpson Thacher & Bartlett** added half day Houston office schedule to EIW for 2Ls.
- **O'Melveny** is allowing interviews will multiple offices for 2Ls.
- **NRDC** just updated their requested application materials and position description. Please check the schedule for the full details.
- **Allen & Overy** just added Singapore and Hong Kong EIW Resume Collect schedules for 2Ls.
- **Vinson & Elkins** schedules no longer have Richmond or Washington DC offices included.
- **Orrick** split **Silicon Valley** schedule for 2Ls into two schedules, 1 for IP/Employment Litigation and 1 for Corporate/M&A/PE.
- **Covington & Burling's New York office** signed up for an EIW Resume Collect schedule for 2Ls.
- **Sterne, Kessler, Goldstein & Fox PLLC** switched 2L EIW schedule to an EIW Resume Collect schedule.
- **McCormick & Barstow** added a 2L EIW Resume Collect schedule.
- **Gibson Dunn** added a 3L EIW Resume Collect schedule.
- **Baker Botts** added a schedule for 2Ls in EIW for their environmental practice in San Francisco.
- **Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt** switched from an 2L EIW Resume Collect schedule to an EIW schedule on 8/2.
- **Quarles & Brady** switched 2L EIW schedule to an EIW Resume Collect schedule.

**July Mock Interview Sign-ups**

The CDO is hosting a mock interview program on **July 23rd and 24th**, between **6:00-8:00 PM at Berkeley Law**. While the program was originally intended for transfer students, we still have a few open spots. Sign up for only **one** mock interview slot with an attorney from an EIW firm using **this interactive spreadsheet** by **Friday, July 19**. If all of the slots are filled, please add your name to the waitlist tab.

**Employer Information**

We have had a few firms reach out to us to provide you all with some information on the firm prior to meeting/interviewing with them during EIW. Please see links below and attached document for more information.

- **Akin Gump Virtual Reality Tour**
- **White & Case Virtual Experience Program**
Pillsbury’s Questions to ask during OCI

If you have questions, please feel free to reach out to me.

Warm Regards,
Liz

Elizabeth Granlund
Employer Relations and Recruitment Programs Manager
Career Development Office
UC Berkeley School of Law
290 Simon Hall, Berkeley, CA 94720
Direct: 510-643-7242
Fax: 510-643-5370
http://www.law.berkeley.edu
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